Sports

Marching with pride
SJSU’s marching band, discontinued during
the 1970s, is now alive and well and dedicated
to perfecting its routines. The band now
includes 120 members.
Page 9

Catholics address sexuality
Roman Catholic bishops are considering a new
statement on human sexuality.
Page 5
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They came to play

e SJSU men’s b ketPall te
n Its first game of the season on
esday night.
k6r Terry Cannon, the Spartans
at High Five America in an
hibition game at the Event Center,
ge 7

With a style resembling the Golden State
Warriors, the Spartans’ run and gun basketball
offense dominated High Five America. Page 7

No respect in the Big West
At the 1990 Big West Basketball Media Day in
Los Angeles, the Spartans were picked to
finish near the bnttom of the pack. page 8
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Custodians face possible job cuts
Workers could be
jobless 10 days
before Christmas
By Anthony Cataldo
Daily staff writer

Christmas may not be the season to be jolly for the 18 temporary SJSU custodians who could
lose their jobs Dec. 15
"It’s very symbolic of the attitude management has toward its
workers," said Steve Sloan, president of the California State
Employees Association local
chapter.
Protestors against the tentative
lay-offs marched up the steps of
lbwer Hall Wednesday morning,
and confronted President Gail
Fullerton in front of her office as
part of their effort to prevent the
job losses.
Yesterday’s demonstration and
another in late September were
precipitated by the university’s
decision to consider contracting
outside custodian labor for five of
its buildings.
"There’s a lot of children
involved," implored one woman.
"You’re taking our bread and butter away from us... I don’t think
that’s fair."
Fullerton appeared calm and
contained as she listened attentively to the pleading workers.
Sloan handed Fullerton a stack
of 1,200 signatures petitioning
SJSU not to sacrifice the temporaries’ jobs for outside custodian
labor.
The signatures were gathered
from faculty, students, and others
from all over the CSU system.
"I feel very, very bad that we
had to even consider doing this,"
Fullerton said to the surrounding
protestors. She then promised to
speak to Executive Vice President
J. Handel Evans about it. Facilities, Development and Operations, which manages the custodians, is under Evans’ authority.
"It’ll mess mc up in a lot of
ways," said Andrew Lucero, who
may be out of a job come December. "Unemployment is not going
to help me any."
In a university memo dated
Aug. 27, 1990, the office of community relations said that the university is considering not renewing the contracts of 18 temporary,
part-time custodians. This proposal was made "as part of ongo-
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CSU to hire search firm
to find new chancellor
By Lori Sinsley
Daily staff writer

Looking at a minimum cost of
$45,000 to pay for an executive
search firm, the California State
University’s board of trustees is
getting ready to move forward with
efforts to find a new CSU chancellor.
An executive search firm, which
typically charges up to a third of
the chancellor’s first year $152,000
salary, will be selected in a little
less than two weeks, according to
Colleen Bentley-Adler, spokesperson for the CSU chancellor’s
office.
The top position in the CSU system, currently and temporarily held
by Ellis McCune. became available
after the previous chancellor, W.
Ann Reynolds, was forced to step
down last April.
Reynolds approved large pay
raises for herself, vice chancellors
and campus presidents to the chagrin of CSU officials who called
for her resignation.
The executive search committee
will be named Nov. 27. It will

Day staff photographer

work together with a another committee made up of students, faculty
and administrators from the various
CSU campuses.
"Four of us make up a sulxximmince responsible for interviewing
the firm finalists," said Ray
Geigle, who
represents the
CSU faculty on
the committee.
"After we’ve
looked at the
finalists, one
firm will be
appointed to Ann Reynolds
the
assist
chancellor’s committee," Geigle
said.
Out of nine search firms offering
proposals for the job, one of three
semi-finalists can expect to receive
the contract the first week of
December, according to Bentley Adler.
Three national firms in the running for the contract are: Korn
Ferry International, the largest
See SEARCH, paged

The Student Union Board of
Directors must make a choice:
upset SJSU students now with a fee
increase or upset them later with
reduced services.
The Student Union lost $500.000
last year, which depleted all but
$57,000 of its local reserves, mostly
because of unexpected costs from
the Event Center, said Connie
Sauer, associate executive vice
president of business and fmancial
service&
Citing inflation and a five-year
plan to fine tune the Event Center
budget, SUBOD on Tuesday pr)posed a $10 Student Union fee
increase for the fall 1991 semester.
After more than 20 minutes of
debate, SUBOD voted to return the
subject to the finance committee for
further review.
SUBOD members justified the
increase, which would be the third
since the fall of 1985, by claiming
that intim the Student Union budget is supplemented, drastic cuts
from student services would be
needed.
"If we don’t have a fee increase
then you’re going to have some
very tough budget decisions to
make," said Dean Batt. SJSU dire: tor of student services, at Inesday’s
SUBOD meeting.
The Student Union fee was
increased from $57 to $65 in ti.e
fall of 1985. The hike was caused
by the exhorbitant costs and delays
in the construction of the Event
Center, which ran $7 million over
its $29 million original budget. The
$8 increase helped finance bonds
which enabled SJSU to afford the
unexpected costs.
The fee was increased another $6
in the fall of 1989. That increase
was in pan mandated by the California State University Chancellor’s
office and in part compensation for
inflation, Sauer said.
’The Event Center was a guess
as to what the expenses would be,"
Sauer said. "There were unexpected
costs."

Film ’To Sleep With Anger’
benefiting Moulder Hall victims
By Amanda Heien
Daily staff wrier
The San Jose chapter of the
NAACP has scheduled a special
showing of the film "To Sleep
With Anger." starring Danny
Glover, at the Camera One Theatre on Sunday to benefit residents of Moulder Hall.
For every ticket sold, $2 will
go directly to the general relief
fund for Moulder Hall fire victims set up by the university,
according to Penni Bright.
NAACP general member.
Admission is $5.50 and tickets
are available through the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People’s San Jose
office. Bright spoke to the Interfraternity Council, Panchellenic
members and residence hall students in hopes they would help
sell some of the 300 available
tickets.
"It’s kind of my brainchild,"
Bright said about the movie
fundraiser.

dance as a way to earn money for
the residents but she said there
was not enough time to plan for it.
The Moulder Hall fire apparIn the audience on Sunday, ently started on a couch in front
of
chances are there might be a spe- of room 315 on the morning
Oct. 19. Third floor residents
cial visitor, according to Bright.
return
Bright sent a fax to Glover, have still not been able to
who lives in San Francisco, to their rooms, but first and secin
requesting his appearance at the ond floor residents moved back
been
special showing, she said. Oct. 22. No arrests have
Although he has not said yes, that made in the case.
"It’s still under investigation."
is still not a no. Bright said MonRichard Staley, University Police
day.
said on
Because the Moulder Hall fire Department spokesman
is believed to be arson, the stu- Wednesday.
The special showing of "To
dents’ belongings that were damaged or destroyed are not covered Sleep With Anger" starts at 12:30
by the university. Students’ p.m.
Donations are accepted
belongings are covered by their
parent’s or their own insurance through the University Housing
Services, C/O IRHA. One Washpolicies.
Some of the students’ parents ington Square, San Jose. CA
reached the NAACP with many 95192. Make checks payable to
questions about the fire and what Moulder Hall Relief Fund. For
could be done, according to further information call (408)
924-6188.
Bright.
Bright had thought about a
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SUBOD must
hike fees or
hack services
By Angus Klein

SJSU employees, along with representatives
tion, present a petition protesting the hiring
from the California State Employees Associa- of contract workers to President Fullerton.
posal was made "as part of ongo- because of a financially strapped added.
"Both areas for custodian’s staing efforts to improve efficiency SJSU.
Custodian labor has been cut 50 tions and areas the custodians
and reduce expenses," the statepercent since 1980, Quayomi said. have to clean have been expanded
ment said.
Mo Quayomi, director of lb avoid slashing it even further on a yearly basis." Quayomi said.
Some union officials and custoFD&O, said in September that the and io save money, the departlay-offs are another cut the custo- ment is forced to replace some of dians said that the root of the
dial department has to bear its workers with outside labor, he problem rests in the glut of manbecause of a financially strapped added.
See PROTEST, page 6

Weather
Increasing clouds, with a 30
percent chance of rain. Highs to
the 60s, lows to the mid 40s.
National Weather Service

California State University system trustees have filed a lawsuit
against the firm responsible for
organizing consultants for the engineering plans of the Event Center.
The suit, filed in Santa Clara
County Superior Court on July 23,
seeks to recover $6.45 million from
Hall, Goodhue, Haisley and Barker
Inc., a Monterey-based corporation,
Relying on the lawsuit and not
raising fees to make up for shortfalls
"would be like a person buying a
home and counting on winning the
lottery to pay for it," Sauer said.
This year’s Student Union budget is balanced and the Event Center is not expected to lose money,
according to Sauer. However, she
said SUBOD presently operates in
a "dangerous situation" with its low
$57,000 reserve.
Sauer said the overall plan is to
add $300,000 to the reserve fund in
1991 with the fee increase. Another
$50,000 is projected to be added in
1992.
"There is a gradual growth to get
the budget to a more comfortable
level." Sauer said.
SUBOD member Amen Washington questioned Sauer on whether
students can expect further increases in the future.
"It could be that at the end of the
year (1991) that there might be a
change in the other direction,"
Sauer said referring to a fee
decrease.
Student Union Director Ron Barrett said if SUBOD voted down the
increase, he would have to "look at
our whole operation to decide
where cuts would be made."
The finance committee of
SUBOD presented the board with
a question and answer survey that
dealt with the options SUBOD has
in its tight budget situation.
A reduction in the Student Union
staff came up at the meeting as a
possibility.
"I do look at this question each
time we lose somebody to see if we
really need to replace this person,"
Barrett said.

Oxfam asks
students to
skip meals 9
donate money
By Shellie
write
xfam’s fast for world hunger
culminates a week of Hungerfest
events on campus.
Oxfam asks that participants fast
for one day, give up one meal or
just do without "junk food." The
participants arc then asked to
donate the money they would have
spent on that food to Oxfam.
Participants can join the Break the-Fast celebration in the Dining
Commons at 7 p.m. and con.sume a
simulated Third World meal.
Sign-ups are available at the
Hungerfcst Resource Fair in the
Student Union from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.
Oxfam collects money for food
world-wide and distributes it to
Third-Worid countries.
Oxfam America, based in San
Francisco and Boston, collected
$11,064,123 in 1989 solely from
private sources. The organization
See FAST, page 6
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Academic image threatened
He must spend nearly six months in
Thomas Balgooyen is an
associate biology professor.
Oregon, hopefully utilizing his
With that title, students often
teaching abilities, to complete half of
envision and expect an individual
his community service sentence.
whose values are respected as
He is also prevented, essentially,
representative of academic integrity.
from continuing his wildlife studies,
Balgooyen came to SJSU in the late as no permits will be granted to him.
Perhaps the worst punishment
1970s and immediately vowed to
transform a once sloppily maintained
comes from SJSU where he has been
herptology collection into a
suspended from his teaching duties,
with no repeal seen soon, and is
respectable museum.
reportedly working in the biological
Students respected him and his
sciences department library.
enthusiasm. He was described as a
The punishment is more than
"cowboy biologist who rode herd over
appropriate.
a small band of zealous students
caught up in his dream," in articles
lapping Balgooyen’s hand,
written about him.
calling him a poor example
The dream crumbled in a dusty
and saying he should have
cloud of confusion when it was
discovered that he had broken the law. known better serves no purpose. The
damage to the reputation of
That driving spirit had resulted in
department of biological sciences
violations of Federal Fish and
certainly cannot be determined.
Wildlife codes for illegally capturing
We believe Balgooyen acted with
and transporting protected
honest intentions in the performance
salamanders from Oregon in 1986.
of his job. The selfish attitude,
How could this man, who carries
however, is what prevailed in his
with him that academia image, have
actions of disregarding the balance
done this, we ask? What do his
that must be maintained between
students think?
wildlife and the environment.
The sentence for his convictions: A
It is the lesson that he has taught
$5,000 fine, 2,000 hours of
this bewildered campus community.
community service - half of which
Hopefully, the image of a professor,
must be served in Oregon - and two
and the academic integrity the title
consecutive five-year probationary
deserves, is still intact.
sentences.
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CAMPUS VOICE BRIAN C. GONZALEZ

Team deserves attendance
I would like to commend Terry Shea for the
superb job he has done at the helm of the
Spartan football team this season. Taking over
amidst the cloud of dust left by Claude Gilbert
after he was justifiably fired was a gamy
move. What has followed has to be one of the
greatest stories in college football this year.
He immediately re-installed the offense that he
used as offensive-coordinator from 1984 to
1986, most notably the 1986 season in which
James Saxon, Mike Perez and Guy Liggins
thrived offensively to lead SJSU to its only
Cal Bowl victory. This season, Sheldon
Canley, Ralph Martini and the Young Guns
(SJSU ’s quartet or quintet of young receivers)
have dominated offensively.
In addition to his technical wonders, his
shaping the discipline and attitude of the entire
team has been admirable. Aside from the
isolated Oasis incident and legal troubles, in
which Shea made the necessary suspensions,
the team has been very focused, therefor,
controlled between the white lines.
Gone are the days of 15-yard late hits near
the wall, repeated unnecessary roughness
calls, and overbearing cockiness, which led to
the Cal Bowl loss in 1987. This incredible
sharpness was especially evident during
SJSU’s 44-6 utter domination of Fullerton
State after a two-week layoff. Sheldon
Canley’s comment about how the Oasis
incident brought the team together shows how
tightly cohesive this group is.
Another sign of a head coach’s ability is the
quality of the entire coaching staff. While
required to keep all of the assistants that
wanted to stay, Shea added Ed Buller at wide
receivers. Mike Gillhanuner at defensive back,
and Bill Laveroni at special teams/outside
linebacker.
All of the assistants deserve more credit
than they’re given due, especially the
defensive coaches for the continuation of the
"46" defense. This relentless defense goes out

and hits hard on damn near every play. With
the exception of the Cal game, in which the
defensive unit was on the field for most of the
game, it has been very entertaining to watch
them stuff the snot out of their opponents’
running game. When the other team goes to
pass, their receivers are hit hard almost every
play the quarterback isn’t sacked. An
excellent technique that is so great to see is
when instead of a player being tackled
immediately, say on a screen, he is "stood up"
by the first guy and the next one to four guys
get to crush him anywhere from the neck to
below the waist.
Nevertheless, I do have an admiration for
the players and all the other athletes here in
that they are playing a collegiate Division I
sport, a level I could never attain. The only
problem with the non -football fans is that I
never see most of them at basketball or
baseball games.
Another popular excuse is that come game
day, they will say they can’t afford to go.
Can’t afford $6? This is humorous, until I can
feel the bile trickling up my throat and onto
my tastebuds. This excuse has been given to
me about 100 times in my four years here
from friends and classmates who have
considered going to a game. These are the
same people who pay at least $2 a day for a
parking space (back in the days of $2 on campus parking permits).
I hope that those who have jumped on the
Spartan bandwagon to see the 7-2-1 (6-0)
Spartans battle the Bulldogs on Saturday for
the Big West title will, should the Spartans
win or lose, attend the football games in the
promising years to come because one cannot
truly savor the fruits of victory as a fan unless
he secs his team struggle to overcome the
many obstacles which lead them to the final
moments of victory.

Putt
Raul Dominguez - Spartan Daily

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

More reactions to Shelby Steele’s work
Editor.
This letter is in reaction to
Professor Scott Rice’s letter,
"Speaking out," Nov. 1. Rice uses the
words "hysteria" and "intolerance" to
describe the reaction of some
academic critics ("academic lynch
mobs" in Rice’s words) to Shelby
Steele’s recent book, "The Content of
Our Character."
On the contrary, I have found the
criticism judicious and compelling.

Rice says the critical panels seem
"much less interested in weighing his
ideas than in stigmatizing him for his
heresy." I think Rice is wrong on
both counts.
The criticism I have read does
indeed weigh Steele’s ideas, and
finds them lacking. Mr. Steele is
hardly espousing heresy, but rather
restating what political and even
academic figures have been saying
for years. Steele’s comments in his

collection of personal essays are far
from being new or even among many
people unpopular.
They are simply a restatement of
the familiar attacks on Affirmative
Action, a restatement that lacks
evidence of scholarly or historical
research.

Editor.
Samuel Henry’s critique of Shelby
Steele, "Eons behind," Oct. 31,
unfortunately misses an important
point. Shelby is not against
Affirmative Action. He simply wants
to go beyond it!
We know Shelby was speaking
from personal experience and
observation. We know discrimination
based on race, color, creed or gender
is morally wrong and illegal. We
know that Affirmative Action has
opened the door of opportunity to

many minorities and will continue to
do so. And we know the world is
round not flat!
So what is new about Shelby’s
solution or perspective? In my
opinion he’s offering a psychological
freedom that springboards from and
spiritually compliments the physical
and legal freedoms fought for by
people like Dr. Henry and his
predecessors. It’s the difference
between continually looking down or
beginning to look up. If we only
watch ow feet, we cannot run as fast

or see the opportunities around us.
Leaders like Martin Luther King
stressed both aspects. There must be
both civil rights and spiritual
affirmation. One without the other
leads to either slavery or self illusion.
Dr. Henry stresses Affirmative
Action, the ground we stand on. Dr.
Shelby Steele advocates Spiritual
Affirmation, the heights we can reach
for. Both are right. They should go
hand in hand.
Richard C. Pfaff
Financial Aid Office

Marian Robinson
Professor
English

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum page.
Contributions to the page are encouraged from
students, staff, faculty, others who are interested in the
University at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page must be
turned into the Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan
Daily newsroom, WLN 104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to Forum Editor, The
Spartan Daily, Department of Journalism, San Jose
State University, San Jose, CA., 95192. Articles and
letters must contain the author’s name, phone number,
address, and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on 3.5"
Macintosh-compatible disc.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and will be edited for grammar, libel, spelling, and
length.
Categories available to non-Daily Staffers are:
Campus voice: 300-500 word essays on current

campus, political, or personal issues. Submissions
should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding
to Spartan Daily articles, or calling attention to a
particular issue or point of view.
Other articles which appear on this page include:
Reporters/Editors forum: Opinion pieces written
by Spartan Daily staff writers/editors which do not
necessarily represent the views of the Spartan Daily.
The Department of Mass Communications, or SJSU.
Reporters are prohibited from writing opinion on
issues they cover for news sections.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces which appear
in the upper-left corner of the forum page are the
majority opinion an editorial board comprised of
Spartan Daily editors.
Editor’s notebook: Columns which answer
questions about the Spartan Daily written by the
Executive Editor.

Brian C. Gonzalez is a Mathematics Senior.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
ano staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room

104 and at the Information

Center of the Student Union.

The

deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Careers in human services, 2 30 p m Engineering Building Room 189, call 924-6048
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op The Finishing Touches. 2 pm. SU
Almaden Room. call 924-6048
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Dr Maria Alaniz on The College Experience of Latino Students. Noon. Wahl -

quint Library North. call 924.2707
SKI CLUB: Ice skating, 6 pm Eastridge
Mall Roundtable Pizza. call 462-5717
PRE -LAW ASSOCIATION: General meeting with Ben McKendall, 5 30-7 pm. SU
Council Chambers, call 559-6266
CAMELA PROJECT: General meeting, 6
p m , Chicano Resource Center. call 2251297
RADICAL REALITY/CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study and
Prayer, 12-1 p.m . Spartan Memorial Chapel. call 1415) 961-5781
ALPHA PHI SIGMA: Investigators panel. 35 p.m . MacOuarrie Hail ROOM 510. call 2659513
CHI PI SIGMA: Guest speaker Jess Guy of
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms. 7 p m , 230
S 10th Street, call 998-9113
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMITTEE:
General meeting. 5 p m Chicano Resource
Center WLN 305. call 924-2707
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS: Presentation by Tom Colson
of Raychem Corp. 4 pm . Engineering Auditorium
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES: Great
American smoke out day. 8 am to 4 pm
table across from S U . call 924-6117
GRAPHIC DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION, PHOTOGRAPHY AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS

CLUB: 5 30 p m Art Building Room 222
A.S.,
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
HOUSING:Hungertest. all day sign up in Art
Quad, Hunger banquet and break -the -fast
celebration 7 p m Dining Commons. call
298-0204
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Hunger retreat prayer
and discussion. 5-7 pm Campus Christian
Center. call 298-0204
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeting. 7
pm AS Council Chambers
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker J Crutchfield
of U C Berkeley on Computation in Chaos.
1 30 p m Science Bolding Room 251. call
924-5244
FRIDAY
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship very
ice 730 pm, Duncan Hall Room 135. call
1415) 948-0822 THEATRE ARTS DEPT:
Hair, the love rock musical, 8 pm University Theatre, call 924-4555
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Class and requests. 8-10 pm Spartan Gym Room 89
call 293-1302
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize prayer for
peace, 7 pm. Campus Christian Center.
10th and San Carlos, call 298-0204
TOM MCDONNELL: Concert of original
music and short stories, 7 30 p m Concert
Hall call 578-0465

DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO THE

CALIFORNIA RAISIN BOWL?
The Spartans do. See them in the biggest
game of the year as they battle rival Fresno
State for the right to go to the Cal Bowl.
Get your tickets early, wear blue
and be at Spartan Stadium.

TAKE THE NEXT
STEP

111111111
44,..111.qlio

Show your support of Spartan Basketball.
Wear blue and be at the Event Center...
SPARTANS
VS

Illawara Hawks (Australia)
Friday, November 16 at 7:30pm

Exhibition Ticket Prices:
Reseved
$5.00 Available at The
Faculty/Staff
$2.00 Event Center Box
Students
$2.00 Office 924-FANS

Sophomore Forward
Kevin Logan
Photo By Ron Fried

PEP RALLY AT HALFTIME FOR THE FRESNO STATE GAME

GET SET FOR THE LAST
HOME MATCH
Spartans
VS

Cal -State Fullerton
Thursday, Nov. 15 at 7:30pm

Student
Tickets
$5

FAN APPRECIATION NIGHT
You may win a prize from

vslo
ports
1,,010 Ay Ron F

Saturday, November 17 - 1:30 p.m.
Tickets at the Event Center Box Office 924 -FANS

Senior Nose Guard
Bob Bleisch

Freshman Setter
Annie Shaughnessy
Photo By Ken Wong

Also Volleyball Monthly, Wendy’s Hamburgers
or Syufy Theaters.
Tickets available at the Event Center Box Office. 924-FANS

They’re Here --

WINTER 1991
SCHEDULES
Pick Up Your FREE Schedule at:
ADM 107, Continuing Education Registration Lobby
Student Union Information Center
Admission and Records Lobby

Winter Session Courses Begin January 7, 1991
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Tapestry In Talent Holiday Craft Shoppe
November 23-December 23
Come join Santa at Tapestry In Talent’s Holiday Craft
Shoppe upstairs at the Pavilion. Photos with Santa
every Friday (10am - 7pm), Saturday (10am - 6pm) and
Sunday (12 - 5pm) through December 23. For more
information, call 293-9727.
Shop & Ride Shuttle
November 30 - December 6, 13, 20
Park your car FREE after 6pm at any six downtown lots
and then hop aboard the FREE Shop dr Ride Shuttle for
a tour of the city. Stop anywhere along the route to shop;
the shuttle will be back around every twenty minutes to
pick you up. For a free Shop dr Ride Shuttle map or
information, call (408) 279-1775.

CrN

Po

City Tree Lighting Ceremony
November 30

"Bozzetto
out-does
Disney!"

"A gorgeous

- &chard Schirkel
Tow Magismor

- Churie-1 ( Nunoplin,

Be a part of the celebration when Mayor McEnery
commemorates the city’s holiday spirit with a special
tree-lighting ceremony. Entertainment and live coverage
of the event from KNTV-11 top off the evening.
6pm in Plaza Park.

send-up of
Fantasia!"
Lot

Holiday Open House
November 30

Angeles Toney

Downtown merchants open their doors and their hearts
this evening from 6- 9pm for a Holiday Open House.
Related entertainment, food, beverages and special
offers will be available at various businesses along First
Street and the Pavilion Shops. For more information, call
(408)279-1775.
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Thatcher challenged in own

Bishops consider sexuality statement

is

WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S.
Roman Catholic bishops are considering a new statement on
human sexuality that gives one of
the highest visions of the subject
ever advanced by an ecclesiastical body.
Declaring that the subject of
human sexuality is approached
"with a deep and abiding sense
of appreciation, wonder and respect," the proposed appraisal
says:
"We are dealing with a divine
gift, a primal dimension of each
person, a mysterious blend of
spirit and body, which shares in
God’s own creative love and
life...
"Sexuality is a dimension of
one’s restless heart, which continually yearns for interpersonal
communion, glimpsed and experienced to varying degrees in this
life, ultimately finding full oneness only in God."
While reaffirming church teachings that condone sexual intercourse only in marriage, the 185page document was expected to
be opposed by traditionalists who

Eighteen students
arrested at Berkeley
during Gulf protest
BERKELEY (AP) Eighteen
protesters were arrested Tuesday
for investigation of trespassing and
malicious mischief after a group of
activists protesting the American
military presence in the Middle
East occupied the ROTC building
at the University of California, of.

generally insist that sex education is a family prerogative.
The lengthy proposal was proposed as foundation guidelines
for sex education in church dioceses and schools.
Presented by a 24-member
task force headed by Archbishop
Francis B. Schulte of New Orleans and made up of experts in
various fields, the document offers a lofty, sometimes almost
poetic view of sexuality, saying:
"We are created not as angels
or pure spirits, but as human beings, embodied and sexual...
"The gift of sexuality permeates all facets of the human
personality; the physical, the
psycho-emotional, the spiritual,
the ethical and the social...
"Sexuality prompts each of us
from within, calling us to personal as well as spiritual growth
and drawing us out from self to
interpersonal bonds and commitments with others, both men and
women...
"Like all our human powers
and freedoms, sexuality can be
channeled for good or ill ... But

we do not fear sexuality, we embrace it."
On Tuesday, the bishops rejected a proposal authorizing
bishops to allow lay people to
conduct funerals when a priest or
deacon is not available.
Some bishops expressed fear
the plan would tend to blur the
distinction between clergy and
laity.
It would signal that the "role
and value of the priesthood was
being questioned publicly," said
Bishop Donald W. Wised of
Pittsburgh.
But Bishop Joseph P. Delaney
of Fort Worth, Texas, who
headed a committee that proposed the change to deal with
sharpening priestly shortages in
some areas, told a news conference after the measure was defeated:
"This was something that
would have been used with a
great deal of discretion. Some
took an exaggerated view of it.
Some of the response was that it
would become a general practice."

ficials said.
No violence or injuries were reported.
Members of the Anti-Columbus
Coalition, made up of 15 student
groups opposed to the Bush administration’s Persian Gulf policy,
staged the sit-in, according to coalition spokesman Derek Zahn.
Fifteen students were among those
arrested.
The group of about 50 people
split into two as one group went inside the ROTC building and the
-

other stood outside watching.
The 18 demonstrators inside sat
in one room and were warned by
UC police that they would be arrested if they refused to leave. The
subsequently
were
protesters
charged with two counts of trespassing and one charge of malicious mischief, said UC spokesman Jesus Mena.

LONDON (AP) In the most
serious challenge to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s leadership, former Defense Secretary
Michael Heseltine said Wednesday
he will challenge her as leader of
the Conservative Party, and thus
prime minister.
Heseltine, who resigned as Mrs.
Thatcher’s defense minister in
1986, will run in a ballot among
Conservative
legislators next
441041i
week.
The challenge
to
Mrs
Thatcher after
. .
II
years
in
power
comes
amid growing
Nlargaret
criticism within
Thatcher
the goveming
party over the
prime minister’s reluctance to integrate with the European Community.
The party also is suffering in the
polls as a result of high interest
rates, double-digit inflation and an
unpopular local per-capita tax
dubbed the "poll tax."
"I am persuaded that I have a
better prospect now than Mrs.
Thatcher of leading the Conservative Party into a fourth election
victory," said Heseltine, 57, in a
statement broadcast on Sky Television.
"In essence, the prime minister
holds views on Europe behind
which she has not been able to
maintain a united Cabinet. This
damages the proper pursuit of Britain’s national interest." Heseltine
said.

"I think some desks were
kicked around or something," said
Mena. "It was no big deal."

"More than 100 of my parliamentary colleagues have urged me
to stand and promised me their
support." Heseltine said.

L’
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determined to defeat Heseltine.
Heseltine’s chances were not
immediately clear. He needs 159
votes on Tuesday among the 372
Conservative legislators in the
650-member House of Commons
to force a runoff with Mrs.
Thatcher.
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lie said he decided to run because of deep divisions within the
party over steps toward European
unity and the Conservatives’ recent
third-place finish in a parliamentary special election. He promised
to review the new local tax, which
Mrs. Thatcher pushed through Parliament.
There was no immediate
statement from Mrs. Thatcher, but
aides told reporters at her 10
Downing St. office that she was
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PROTEST FAST

SEARCH

From page I
agers that supervise the custodians.
Under Quayomi there are nine
subordinates who directly supervise
97 custodians on campus. This
does not include the seven "leads,"
or union custodians who fill supervisors’ positions when absent,
according to Quayomi.

From page I
search committee in the United
States; Hiedrick & Struggles, based
in Chicago, Ill., and Ira W. Krinsky.
"At the same time the firm is
chosen, guidelines and a job
description will be established" for
the next chancellor, Bentley-Adler
said.

The leads work as custodians
when the managing supervisor is
present, Quayomi said.
"The lead does as much cleaning
work as the custodians that we
have," Quayomi said.
At least one custodian, who
declined to reveal his name for fear
of reprisal, said that the leads work
as supervisors daily.
"They’re supposed to work four
hours and do paperwork four hours.
That’s what I was told," said the
custodian.
Officially, the decision to let the
temporaries go has not been made.
But so far it is the only option the
university administration has
proposed, according to Sam Milioto, director of employee relations.
Milioto said the contract language stipulates that management
and union must "meet and confer"
before the decision to contract out
is valid. A meeting will be scheduled soon, he said.
"We will consider some compromise situations," he added.
Attending the meeting will be
representatives from FD&O,
Human Resources, CSEA, and the
CSU Chancellor’s Office.

From page I
spent 76.1 percent of its revenues
on overseas projects and education
last year.
Among the Hungerfest activities
on campus this week was a forum
on hunger Thesday.
Ramona Martinez of Loaves &
Fishes, Steve Marigold of the Second Harvest Food Bank of Santa
Clara and San Mateo counties,
Leslie Wikle of SJSU’s Student
Affiliation for Environmental
Respect and professor Bob Gliner
met at noon in the Student Union
Amphitheatre to try to get people
involved in hunger issues.
The four speakers discussed
opportunities with approximately
100 audience members, according
to Beth Lemke, a Hungerfest organizer.
"The people who were there
were educated," Lemke said.
Other activities during Hungerfest included a week-long resource
fair and canned food drives.
"The canned food’s not doing so
hot," Lemke said. "But the signups for Oxfam are going good."
Before the week started, organizers
had already accumulated 280 signups. Lemke also said the Resource
Fair is attracting people who pass
by.
"The T-shirts are selling good,"
she said. "That must mean we have
quite a few people coming by."
Last year, SJSU collected $700
from Oxfam participants, and 200
pounds of canned food. Because the
Homecoming canned food drive
already collected 2,500 cans,
Hungerfest should surpass last
year’s total, according to Lemke.

Oakland
approves
taxi shield
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Fueled by the demands of dozens of
angry cab drivers, the Oakland
City Council has approved an ordinance requiring bulletproof shields
in taxis to separate drivers and passengers.
The cabbies urged the council to
take action after last month’s fatal
shooting of Yellow Cab driver

Daniel McDermott, allegedly
killed by a passenger who was on a
shooting rampage.
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It will be an open search using
advertising in major newspapers
throughout the United States and
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some as the Bible of higher education.
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involved in education reads it," said
Bentley-Adler.
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FACT Their average earnings for the summer of 1990 were 810.700

General concerns include selecting a candidate who has substantial
experience as a chief executive officer for a major university, substantial experience in the classroom,
and the ability to work well with
the CSU board of trustees, the governor and legislature in securing
more funding for education. Geigle
said.
Depending on how many people apply for the position and what
their credentials are, the search
should be completed by next
spring, according to BentleyAcHcr.

TOP QUALITY SYSTEMS AT
LOW LOW PRICES
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"Each committee member came
up with five points, the most important criteria they see needs to be
met by the new chancellor," Bentley -Adler said.
Five critical areas may be the
minimum number chosen said Aristide Collins, chairman of the California State Student’s Association,
the committee’s student representative.
"Quite a few of us agreed on a
number of issues and I would
expect that they’d address most of
them," Collins said.
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES UPDATE -SPRING 1991

THE FOLLOWING COURSES REQUIRE REGISTRATION IN BOTH A
LECTURE/SEMINAR AND ACTIVITY/LAB SECTION THE ORIGINAL
SPRING 1991 SCHEDULE OF CLASSES LISTS THE FOLLOWING
LECTURES/SEMINARS BUT DOES NOT LIST THE REQUIRED ACTIVITY OR
LAB SECTION.
Prefix Course Number B_e_cdism Code Number Activity
AFAM
AFAM
CYBS
CYBS
CYBS
CYBS
CYBS
CYBS
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
ENGL
ENGL
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR

036
036
113
113
162
162
168
168
223
223
227
227
239
239
157
157
142
142
145
145
155
155
163
163
164
164

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2

00175
17297
03835
17317
13665
17321
13667
17275
14559
1 7299
04507
17301
15255
17303
04897
17305
14301
17309
14303
17307
14229
17311
14405
17313
14411
17315

._EC
ACT
LEC
ACT
LEC
ACT
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
ACT
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
ACT
LEC
ACT
LEC
ACT

Prefix Course Number Section Code Number Agivity
1
LEC
17237
219
LIBR
LIBR
LI 3 R
LIBR
LIBR
LIBR
MAS
MAS
METR
METR
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MUSC
MUSC
NURS
NURS
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

219
240
240
242
242
1960
196D
061
061
244
244
244
274
274
171
171
224
224
018
018
018
018
292A
292A

2
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
70
73
72
91
1
2

17319
15279
17323
07171
17325
17271
17329
13251
17349

17335
17337
14653
17339
11293
17341
15171
15173
15177
15179
17343

LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
ACT
LEC
ACT
LEC
LEC
LAB
LEC
LAB
LEC
ACT
LEC
ACT
SEM
ACT
SEM
ACT
LEC
LAB
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Spartan basketball not getting much respect

ad
ISby
ca-

year.
The consensus among the
coaches is that Long Beach State
and UNLV will battle for the top
spot in the conference. Last season
By Mark Smith
UNLV won the conference with a
Daily staff writer
The SJSU 17-1 league record, while Long
LOS ANGELES
women’s basketball team may be Beach State finished third behind
improved this season, but it hasn’t Hawaii with a mark of 14-4.
gotten much respect from the Big
Long Beach State was picked to
West coaches.
edge the Rebels by two points. The
to
finpicked
were
The Spartans
Forty-Niners garnered 96 points to
ish ninth in the Big West confer- UNLV’s 94. Long Beach State
at
the
1990
ence in the coaches poll
sports two preseason All-AmeriBig West Media Day on Wednes- cans in Dana Wilkerson
and Penny
day. There was no media poll for Moore.
the women’s teams.
The rest of the conference will
There are 10 teams in the conference, and SJSU was picked to be a dogfight between Fullerton
finish ahead of UC Irvine. The State, New Mexico Stat.z. Hawaii,
Anteaters finished last in the con- Pacific, Fresno State and UC Santa
ference with an 0-18 mark last Barbara.

Women’s team picked
ninth in coaches poll

UNLV men chosen
No. 1 in college hoops
by coaches, media

3’s
aid

By Bryan Gold
Daily stet writer
LOS ANGELES The Big
West coaches and media said
Wednesday what most of the country has known for awhile
UNLV is No. 1 in college basketball.
At the 1990 Big West Conference Media Day in Los Angeles on
Wednesday, the men’s media poll
showed UNLV taking 48 of 51
votes, for a total of 506 points. In
the coaches poll, The Runnin Rebels took all 10 first place votes,
for a total of 100 points.
The coaches picked SJSU to finish eighth in the Big West, ahead
of UC Irvine and Fullerton State.
In the media poll, SJSU was
picked last in the conference with a
total of 130 points.
"The strength of the conference
is the coaches," UNLV coach
Jerry Tarkanian said. "Our league
won’t get the best players, but we
more than hold our own."
SJSU coach Stan Morrison said
the Spartans will be tested early
before Big West play begins.
"We have a tough schedule

Stan Morrison
. . . Head coach
opening up with four games on the
road," Morrison said. SJSU plays
Texas Christian, Lamar, San
Diego and Cal to begin the regular
season.
"It is a very tough baptism for
our young players."
Long Beach State coach Seth
Greenberg said the Big West Conference should be strong once
again this season.
"The conference from top to
bottom is outstanding."

2 GREAT STORES

should go." Cal athletic director Dave Maggard said Tuesday.
The NAACP and some student groups on the Berkeley
campus have urged Cal’s Bears
not to play in the Dec. 31 Copper Bowl game in Tucson because of the Arizona vote on the
proposed holiday, observed in
most states, honoring the late
black civil rights leader.

BERKELEY (AP)
The
University of California football
team, focusing on this weekend’s Big Game against Pacific10 rival Stanford, seems unconcerned about criticism over its
planned acceptance of a Copper
Bowl bid.
"Our plans haven’t changed.
Our players are as sensitive to
this issue as anybody could be,
but there’s a strong feeling we
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Basketball team 96-85 winners but Morrison not satisfied
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
Even though the Spartan men’s
basketball team opened the preseason with a win Tuesday night,
SJSU coach Stan Morrison said the
team needs to make a lot of improvements.
The Spartans, led by forward
Charles Terrell and guard Terry
Cannon, defeated High Five
America 96-85 in front of 1,184
fans at the Event Center. despite
committing 29 personal fouls,
missing free throws and taking
sloppy shots.

"We played hard, hut not intelligently," Morrison said. "We did
not communicate. We were not
fundamentally sound."
"I feel we were concentrating
on aggressiveness on defense, but
you’ve got to be smart," said Terrell, who scored 17 points. "We
have a lot of young guys. Morrison
is doing a great job."
On the other end of the fouls,
the Spartans made only nine of 18
free throws. This troubled Morrison.
"I’m very disappointed with the
missed free throws." he said.

"Most shots were long.’.
"I don’t understand that," Terrell said of the missed free throws.
"But I feel we’ll be OK."
Except for the few instances
when the Spartans passed the ball
inside to center Robert Dunlap for
a slam dunk, SJSU failed to crash
the boards and settled for outside
shots. The result: a 51.9 percent
field goal percentage.
"We could have played with a
10 second clock," Morrison said.
"We’re a lot better than a year
ago, but not a good team, particularly on defense."

Spartans win with Warriors’ style
By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff writer

A young excited SJSU basketball team took the floor against
High Five America on Tuesday
night in the Event Center.
Once their first-game jitters subsided the Spartans displayed the
style of pressure defense and highscoring offense reminiscent of the
Golden State Warriors last year.
Within the first 10 minutes the
Spartans found themselves behind
by a score of 25-13, but once they
were able to relax they came back
for a 96-85 victory.
"The first three minutes the
adrenaline was running," said
SJSU guard Charles Terrell, who
scored 17 points in the game.
"You just have to settle down and
go back to fundamentals. We did
that at times, but didn’t at others."
When the Spartans did revert
back to fundamental play one
could draw many similarities between last year’s Warriors and this
Spartan team.
SJSU played pressure man-toman full-court defense most of the
game which utilized their depth at
the guard position. The Warriors
used a pressing man defense last
season with Tim Hardaway, Chris
Mullin, Sarunas Marciulionis and
Mitch Richmond at guard.
"We wanted to pressure more
last year but this year we have the
depth to do it," said SJSU guard
Terry Cannon.
The Spartans used five guards to
fuel the pesky defense.
The turnovers caused by a
scrappy full-court defense can
make for quick points offensively.
The Spartans caused 33 turnovers
while committing 19.
The 96 points scored by SJSU
was four short of the magical 100
mark that hasn’t been reached in
12 years by a Spartan team.
"This team is capable of scoring
100." Morrison said.
Fortunately for the Spartans the
turnovers enabled them to make
several easy points, because Morrison was not happy with the halfcourt offense.
"I am not pleased with the way
we played," Morrison said. "We
showed anxiousness and silly goon -your-own abandon-the-offense
type of things. One or two passes
and the shot was going up "
"That’s just the first game,"
Terrell said. "You’ll find that very
seldom a team runs the offense to
perfection on the first night."
Like the Warriors of a year ago.
rebounding was a problem for the
Spartans Tuesday night. High Five
America grabbed 46 rebounds to
SJSU’s 38. The Warriors had 789
fewer rebounds than their opponents last year.
"I’ll take a steal over a rebound
any day," coach Stan Morrison
said.
According to Morrison. the re
bounding statistic is deceiving because SJSU had 21 more shot attempts than High Five America.

between the two teams
The Warriors relied heavily on
the perimeter shooting of their
guards and small forwards because
they were lacking a strong back-tothe-basket type post player.
Rod Higgins was the highest
scoring post player with an 11.1
scoring average, but his points
were seldom from inside.
Many of the points scored by the
Spartan post players came on the
fast break. The shots that were created by the half-court offense were

few.
The post player who contributed
the most to the offense was 6-foot
7-inch Kevin Logan. Most of Logan’s 16 shots were from inside 15
feet and he managed to make only
seven of them.
Although the Warriors failed to
make the playoffs last year, their
style of play attracted sell-out
crowds. The Spartans are capable
of playing the same type of exciting, pressure-packed, high-scoring
games as the Warriors.

"We have a lot of guards,’ said
Cannon. who led the Spartans with
23 points. "The coach wants us to
go for shots on the perimeter if
we’re open."
In the first half. High Five
America jumped out to a 25-13
lead on a 19-foot jump shot by
guard Matt Hancock. who ended
the evening with 12 points. But the
Spartans slowly bounced back.
The High Five America lead
was cut to two points when SJSU
freshman forward Jason Allen
fought for a defensive rebound and
hit Cannon on the breakaway for
the lay-up, making the score 3537. Going into halftime. the Spartans trailed 41-35.
High Five America, which was
led by forward Brian Kirkland’s 24
points, spoke to the Event Center
crowd about drug and alcohol
abuse during half time. The team
recruits players out of college to
tour the country playing basketball
and preaching on substance abuse.
Meanwhile, inside the SJSU
locker room, Morrison was discussing second-half tactics.
"During halftime he (Morrison)
talked about defensive adjustments
and not getting good vision on the
ball," Cannon said. "In the sec-
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THERE IS SO MUCH NEW MUSIC
THROWN AT YOU EACH DAY. IT
WOULD COST A VERITABLE
FORTUNE TO BUY IT ALL - ON THE
WHIM THAT YOU MIGHT FIND
SOMETHING THAT’S WORTH
LISTENING TO. BUT WE’RE SO
SURE THAT WE’VE FOUND A BAND
THAT’S WORTH YOUR TIME, WERE
GIVING AWAY A SAMPLE OF
THEIR MUSIC .FREE’
MAGGIE’S DREAM IS A 5 -PIECE
ROCK GROUP WITH A VISION. THE I F,
ELECTRIC MIX OF ROCK, FUNK.
SOUL AND FOLK WILL OPEN YOUP
EYES. EARS AND HEARTS TO A
CULTURAL COLLISION OF
SOPHISTICATED. ACCESSIBLE NEW
MUSIC. SO DON’T GET CAUGHT
SLEEPWALKING. BE A PART OF
MAGGIE’S DREAM.

Go AHEAD. CALL FOR YOUR

EKE I

CASSETTE SAMPLER.
WE DARE YOU.
"TO BE A PART OF MAGGIE’S
DREAM AND RECEIVE YOUR
FREE 5 -TRACK
CASSETTE SAMPLER. BE ONE
OF THE FIRST 5000 PEOPLE
TO CALL

(Hid halt we had good awareness of
where the ball was."
Once the second half started, the
Spartans were ready to play. Less
than two minutes into the half.
Terrell hit a three -pointer to give
the Spartans a one point lead, High
Five America relinquished the lead
on its next posession. but Cannon’s 18-footer put the Spartans in
the lead for good.
"We ran the offense better in
the second half," Terrell said.
"We really concentrated on what
we were doing."
"I thought they were quick."
Hancock said about the Spartans.
"They shot the ball extemely well
from the wings. If you don’t stop
them, you’re going to get
burned."
In the second half. Cannon and
Terrell each scored 13 points. forward Kevin Logan scored nine of
his 15 and Dunlap scored all of his
12 points, including four slam
dunks.
"Dunlap’s dunks were all on the

spread court," Morrison said.
"His teammates did a great job of
getting him the ball on the spread
court. I’d like to do it at halt’ court
and he’s capable.
Morrison was proud of the performance by new team members.
Allen scored eight points, junior
forward Michael St. Julien and
freshman forward Mike Brotherton
each had a basket, and sophomore
redshirt guard Philip "Sub"
Crump had six assists.
"I’m very proud of them,"
Cannon said of his new teammates. "They came in ready to
play. Everyone is going to make
mistakes. They handled themselves maturely."
"We have to keep working,"
Morrison said. "This game was
very meaningful."
With the first game under theirbells. the Spartans are looking forward to a successful season.
"I think we’re going to be very
competitive." Cannon said.

SPARTAN SHOPS AND
COCA-COLA GIVE
YOU A GREAT WAY TO
QUENCH YOUR THIRST
AND HELP SAVE THE
EARTH, TOO!

THE
SPORTS
SIPPER!
32 oz. size
Only $1.19
filled with your choice of
any Coke fountain drink.
Refills are only $.69!
Available now at
Spartan Bookstore, SILIJCII
Union Cafeteria. The Pub.
Food from the Pub. One Sw
Street. and University Room.

1 -800-H OT-SONG
THE SELF.TITLED"ALISUM FROM
MAGGIE’S DREAM IS AVAILABLE
NOW ON CAPITOL CASSETTES,
COMPACT DISCS AND RECORDS
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"I think we can play the Warrior
brand of ball. but I’m disappointed
with our rebounding," Terrell
said.
The absence of a dominating,
rebounding and intimidating post
player points to another similarity

Mid -Year Grads
Get A Job -In
Silicon Valley!
.10t) Hunt on
Your PC’
’The Silicon Valley Profiler’ - a
Hi -Tech Employment DataBase

ovpr 1600 Company Profiles
0 prints Cover Letters/Labels
() Huns on IBM XT/ATs
Order by Mall today from:

InfoDiscs

YRS/SMITS

SAN 109E 307 MERIDIAN. OR ENTER
THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY ART WAREHOUSE
118 PAGE STREET (408)295-4707
PALO ALTO 555 RAMONA, OR ENTER
THROUGH UNIVERSITY ART CENTER
267 HAMILTON. (415) 328-3500

MPHIL’ SINCECENTERS

STATS / CUSTOM VINYL LETTERING / IMAGE TRANSFERS / OMNICROM

POSTER BLOW UPS SPECIAL EFFECTS HALF TONES FILM WORK

$ 39.95
. s

3687 Bryant/I 23.3
2 71 CAT.,
Palo Alto, CA 04306 Updates Only
415-463-2212
Specify 5 1/4’
500 7W-2212
or 3 VT format
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Band takes pride in precision
By Bryan Gold

id.
of
ad
art

Daily staff writer
It is a Monday

after a weekend
game.
The group assembles in a dark
room to watch films. To the casual
eye, the motions look solid. But to
the players on the squad, it means
more practice to correct the mistakes.
This is nothing new for the
members of the Spartan marching
band.
"The students take a lot of pride
in playing," said band director
Scott Pierson. "They are their own
worst critics. But audiences don’t
understand how hard it is to perform on the field."
Now, given the opportunity, the
marching band members perform
during the pregame and halftime
shows at football games, according
to Pierson.
But the band hasn’t always had
the opportunity to play.
Pierson said that the band started
in 1926 and played, with the exception of a few years during
World War II, until 1970.
Then, with no funding from the
Associated Students, the band took
the year off. From 1971-1974, the
band existed. However, from
1975-1977, again due to lack of
funding, there was no marching
band.
Pierson explained that during
those three years. the athletic department paid high school marching bands in the area to perform at
events.
Things began to turn around for
the band in 1978, according to
Pierson, who at that time was
named assistant director of the
marching band.
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The 120-member Spartan marching hand steps to the sound of a different drummer

The marching band received
alumni support, most notably from
Allan and Phyllis Simpkins, who
Pierson said, "pushed real hard,
pushed the right buttons." he said.
"We really didn’t know what to
expect. When the dust had settled,
we had 120 people who wanted to
be a part of the band."
Three years later, the band was
invited to perform in the 1981
Rose Parade.
Pierson added that the 120 members of today continue to improve
their skills through hard work and
dedication. During the week of a
game, including rehearsal and performances, the band puts in about
22 hours of work, all for one unit
of credit.
"This isn’t easy." Pierson said.
"We have no Mickey Mouse easy
stuff. Nobody would be in the
band if it was easy."
He added that the hard work
ethic comes from his belief that,
though a small percentage of the
band are music majors, "the
marching band is a training ground
for future music teachers."
"Being in the band is a two-fold
thing," said trumpeter Paul Olivo,
a graduate student majoring in
music. "One is to be in the band
and the second is to learn and take
it with you."
"I have an interest with marching band production," said George
Hinman, a junior majoring in
music who plays the bass trombone.
Pierson said that students who
excell in their area are sometimes
given the opportunity to produce a
segment of a halftime show. Pierson said that the band performs
four or five different shows durine

the football season.
-Part of the appeal of the band
is that you are never bored," said
saxophonist Allan Hovland, a
sophomore majoring in advertising.
"I get a sense of personal satisfaction of doing something that I
know. We are performing a valuable service for the football team
and the school."
"Imagine never hearing anything after a touchdown or at halftime or during a timeout," said
Pierson. "That makes the band important."
Pierson said that a pivitol part of
the marching band is the colorguard and the Spartan Spectrum
dance group.
"All of that beautiful flagwork
and colors adds so much to a performance," Pierson said. "Bands
that don’t do this are boring.
"Nobody knows we exist unless
they go to a football game." Pierson said. "We are just a big secret."
As a group and in private, however, the members enjoy their
unity.
"Before school started. I already had a hundred friends," said
Johna Escobar. a senior majoring
in child developmet and a member
of the color guard. "It made the
first day of school a lot easier."
According to the members of the
band, this closeness helps in performances at Spartan Stadium.
"We plan and we rehearse."
Olivo said. "At games, you expect
to see the band. Everything is well
planned out by the time you perform.’’
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
To the fine students of San Jose State University:
Let me reinstate that I am here for you! Many
issues have been addressed to me by you, the
students. I have personally taken these issues as a
top priority, and have worked hard to ensure that your
needs are met. I have not changed my position on
this matter. Feel free to stop me (in the middle of
campus if deemed necessary ) to address your
concerns. The students of San Jose State have not
been listened to for too long. No longer will a single
concern, no matter how minute it may be, go
unattended and unlistened to. Feel free to stop by the

by Associated Students

of San low State

A.S. Offices in the third floor
of the Student Union to make
an appointment with me rf you
feel that would be more
appropriate. Whatever the
situation, please, talk to me. I
can addresss many concerns
to the proper authorities, but I
can’t address every single one
if I don’t know what they are
Also. I would like to ask
everyone to come to our A.S
Board of Directors meetings
every Wednesday at 3:00 pm.
in the A.S. Chambers(3rd floor.
Student Union) Come and
see how your elected student
officials are doing.
Student government is an
important element of San Jose
State Whenever these student
officials take action, they want
to do it in the best interest of
the students. Come and see
for yourself. Take part in what
goes on at San Jose State.
Finally, remember to
always think safety. Help us,
the Associated Students,
ensure that the security of our
students is met.
Committedly yours,
Ameze Washington

A.S. President

WHO ARE THE
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS?
The Associated Students (AS.) was
created when the university was called the
San Jose Normal School and was dedicated
to the training of teachers. The AS. is an
auxiliary organization that originated in 189g
when the first Student Body Government
formed. Student membership fees were first
paid on a voluntary basis in 1910. By 1952.
the first constitution was adopted and in
1957, mandatory fees were paid by all
students. The Associated Students were
incorporated in 1980 and the Student
Council became known as the Board of
Directors.
The A.S. Student Government offers
matriculated students an opportunity to
participate in many aspects of campus life.
Important decisions air made by Board
members that involve students from many
organizations. Numerous committees further
encourage student involvement in academic
and non-academic activities on campus.
Whether you would like to tun for office,
volunteer your time for committee work, or
just attend a Board meeting, the AS. Student
Government welcomes everyone!
The Board meets every Wednesday at
3:00 p.m. in an open session in the Council
Chambers, located on the top level of the
Student Union.

A.S. BUSINESS OFFI(’L’
are your &vitiated Students
Bosuns (Xlicc (ASIK)t we arc lin: to scrs: sou’
ASBO el a lierVICe lifiiilrli/i11X111 lei die silidelle
Sal ANC Serie. Ott operating mimics an deriscil Inn dr
A.S. prune id your legiurnio Ices
(Mr gout at ASIR) isprui,ouk.....
Sao Jo’.
ilitssilik
?
as easy and 1.011ellietli
I you se
01111 irs
go diniugh the Need’s ii king waiting went. and Iiigh
expenses? Nits. ytni 1.1111 gel quirks elliiwnt. and
amsenient counseling from an attornei sun "mg)...
Tur.dar: from 12:304:00 p.m. Sign up for FBI I
counseling is in tlw Ati. liminess (tillse. M.F it. le 4
Student Uniom room 2.15. A rmlundai,Im Slit depeo son
be collected often booking sour appointment and will
returned a r t
mi
ion.
Remember . we’re yin Assothawd Studciii
Business 5lIlcc, and wed bele lo WINO )011’

From the Editor...
For some reason. "saki)." Assays NeelTIS
mow important Ii ipie of discuvoon
me remind you to take pct.:ninon in all that you
do. ’there aren’t two people of .1 kind, and we
can’t afford to lose any ot you.
My best wishes go oul to the sictims or
the Moulder Hall fire. It is in times like these that
sir must Lorne together arkl help each other get
over difficult situations. Our prayers go out to
those still hospitalizal. Ilang in there, heciiiie w,
want you hack.
Associated Students sus Is’
proud to donate 851100 to the relief hind. We sirs),
we could give more, but SUM’S an.. limited
Our Vice President needs vs or help Will
support in her struggle to close Si,, Carlos Street.
This is an issue that affects every wimktit at San
Jose State. Come into the office ;Ind let her know
ifs a cianpuswide struggle
Finally, I WOUld !Ike Ii,
eeryinic lit
our final foothill game heforw we go io ihe CAI
110W1.. Come watch the Spartans wild the
Bulldogs on a "sentimental journey bask to
Fresno on November 17 at I 10
to he the

Damian
Dirtslor of (

DIRECTORS’
FORUM
lb everyone. I hotr everyttung
well the wrnesto Sly
Fume is Magdalena Milano. and In on AS lonsuw rA
Itieniess Affair. Ivory year. aloud this nine a committee for the
Aver laird Students Budget is I wrocd Ibis moonlike rocas
...odour’s:10y inc a with dining the Tring moroer lit
reimonsibilities we to prepay InctA.S. annual budget tor
subnovaon to the haiti ui ireetIOIN; iii nsririu stab palsy
statements as the committee deems noir:vary to ’windy &NM
dr Hind on Inc capenditines vi A.S. funds and lit hong to the
.atenuon of the I ativersity President and Bind 111Sellire, ui
nto
nodint
slrrSfA
funds.
If pure unocuid awl dunk you have (Inc Wiwi energy and
armament to iletriere a member of the committee, please drop
by the A.S
Ord floor. Student I /mom and ask hr either
Noel* Lawler. Dorsi, of Personnel. iv kw me. llme an Mice
student venom on the simmince lbey niust he filkid by the
end of this month. or piraw hurry and get your embeabons in
lie dcadkne In submit the apolicaunre is November 19th
424.624D
ii yeti have any oirsoons p
ow
Thanks.
Mazda/eon Aldana
Merit. Of Bowler, Affair,

HEY, GET INVOLVED!
THE POWER OF SISU IS IN IIS STUDENTS. THERE ARE
OVER 40 COMMITTEES ON CAMPUS FOR YOU. AND
HERE ARE ICS?’ SOME OF THEM:
Academic lOooms Commuter
adentw freedom and
Prolemional Et&
Board General Stahel
liadipt Committee
Badges Protein Committee
Campos Opinion Poll Commuter
Campus Planning Committee
Idarational Fouity Adronry
Bread
I lemon Board
I nrollowni Advitory Commuter
Intereiiilwsal Sirmng Commuter
Judiciary Ononuiler

InrweItteIll

MAO* lion

/Abney Conffilillee
Prograint ond
kurleni Commie,
Lowry hind, (’mummer
Publa Safety Committer
Researili COMMIliff
Retenuon Adtotorv
Spartan Memorial
Sputum Slvv.1 Beard al
DIM WI
GIleValhe (*wormier
Auloion,r Abuse Corrunitire

Apply Now’ Yoke your concern( and lobe on actor
rill 911-00M
min in ,hoping Son low
5,, ii!.’ Launder
I hits yr sri Perawnwl

attics

The Vice’s Voice:
lit the students,
Well, here we are in the middle of the tall
semester. I hope that you are all keeping up wall all
the *twit this time of the year brings. Don’t lorgel
take time to voice your opinions during this electp.
year! The Associated Students has hail a very tins)
and productive semester thus far, but as always. aloe
is much more to he done.
Associated Students, the Inter-Fraternity
Council, Panhellenic, and the Inter-Residence Hall
Association have all passed tonnal resolutions in favor
of the closure of San Carlos Street. This issue will he
brought before the (’ity (7ouncil on NOVCMIXT 211,
1990. We need as many people as possible to he nt
chamber, to show suppon for the street closure If yu sit
have any quesuons ahout how you can he a pan ot Ott.
effort come up to the office and ask,
The Political Awareness CO11111111102 was
bnnging various candidates and infontutional items to
campus. The committee and others have worked lianl
to Icing peopk such as lhanne Feinstein. Kathy
Brown. Ito Mc-C.:I:thy, and many others, to speak to
the students about issues relevant to us loch as
studenn and as voters. I would personally like to thank
the committee for bringing awareness to campus
There are many other proiects and ideas gout!r
on up here in the offices 1k Mire to drop by it you
have any questions or want to fickaime a Rut tit what is
going on here at San lose State University
Thanks.

Kristi Nowak
Associated Stikknts ViaePiesideni

CONTROLLER’S CORNER
Iii

everywie’
Don’t forget to pick isp your Special
Allocations Packet in the AS ()Rives It yota chit,in
organization would like the Associated Students to
sponsor one of your events, get an application and III
work with you to see if we can help We’re in the Int
floor of the Student llmon
Thanks.

Jennie Reyel
Controller

FOR YOUR INFO...
SPARTANS FOOTBALL!
Nov
Nov

10
17

New Masco St
Fresno &We
OD

1:30 pin
1 30 pin

WEDNESDAY NIGIIT CINEMA
NOV.
NOV.
NOV.
DEC.
DEC.

7
14
28
5
12

ORIGINAL BATMAN (1966)
)41771OUT YOU I’M NOTHING*
WOMEN FILM MAKER SERIES
77E ME UP, 77E ME DOWN,*
HOUSE PAR7Y

AIL FILMS WITH (.) TO BE SIIOWN IN THE STUMM!
UNION BALLROOM AT 6PM ci 9PM
WE REMAINING FILMS WILL BE SHOWN IN MORRIS
DAILY AUDITONUM AT 7PM if 10PM
ADMISSION STILL ONLY $2

A.S EMERGENCY HOTLINES!
911
EMERGENCY
924-2222
NIGHT ESCORT
924-1000
INFORMATION
924-6240
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
924-2000
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
924-1115
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
CARREER PLANNING &
924-6010
PLACEMENT
924-1630
CASHIER
924-5910
COUNSELING SERVICES
DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES 924-6000
924-6100
FINANCIAL AID
924-2510
GENERAL EL) ADVISING
924-6120
HEALTH SERVICES
924-6160
HOUSING
924-6530
STUDENT UNION INFO.
924-2751
IJBRARY INFO.
924-6556
PARKING SERVICES
924-1828
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
924-2222
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPT

Happy
Thanksgiving!
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